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Abstract - Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs), also called as intermittently connected mobile networks, are wireless networks 
in which a fully connected path from source to destination is unlikely to exist. Therefore, in these networks, message 
delivery relies on opportunistic routing where nodes use store-carry-and-forward paradigm to route the messages. A store-
and-forward transmission mechanism and a custody transfer option are among the techniques offered by DTN Bundle 
Protocol (BP) for dealing with challenging communication. Although the connectivity of nodes is not constantly maintained, 
it is still desirable to allow communication between nodes. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a routing protocol which 
tries to route packets throughout the times the link is available among the nodes. But this can not be done by standard routing 
algorithms 
which assume that the network is connected most of the time The routing protocols used in DTN are categorized into two 
group’s i.e. 1. Flooding Based and 2. Forwarding Based.  
Over the past few years a number of routing protocols have been proposed for DTN networks. In this paper mainly four 
DTN  routing protocols: Direct Delivery, Epidemic Routing and Spray ,prophet and Wait Routing, are advocated and 
compared in terms  Number of nodes Vs Delivery Probability and Buffer Size Vs Delivery Probability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) is an 
intermittently connected wireless ad-hoc network [3] 
that allows the communication between the wireless 
nodes in the scenario where end to end connectivity 
can never be achievable or when the delay associated 
in relaying data could be very 
high. The DTN is also known as opportunistic 
networks. DTN can also be defined as intermittently 
connected wireless ad-hoc network that can tolerate 
the longer delays, intermittent connectivity and 
prevent data from being lost by using store-carry-
forward approach [2]. Intermittent Connectivity can 
be defined as the sudden change of state (up/down) of 
any communication link between the nodes. The 
Store-carry-forward approach enables the nodes to 
take the message, store it in buffer and forward the 
same whenever new node comes in its 
communication range. The idea of Delay Tolerant 
Network (DTN) was taken from interplanetary 
networks which was started in 1970s. IPN was 
invented to communicate between earth and mars. 
DTNs support interoperability of other networks by 
accommodating long disruptions and delays between 
and within those networks, and by translating 
between the communication protocols of those 
networks. In providing these functions, DTNs 
accommodate the mobility and limited power of 
evolving wireless communication devices. DTNs 
were originally developed for interplanetary use, 
where the speed of light can seem slow and delay-
tolerance is the greatest need. The advantage of DTN 
over other wireless networks is that DTN can tolerate 
intermittent connectivity and assure the data delivery 

even with very limited knowledge of network. In 
other traditional networks if the communication link 
goes down at any point of time of communication 
then the data loss is assured but in DTN, if the 
communication is in down then the data get stored in 
the sender/receiver node’s buffer rather being lost. 
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Concept of DTN 
A Delay Tolerant Network can be considered as an 
overlay on the existing regional networks. This 
overlay is called as the bundle layer. This layer is 
intended to function above the existing protocol 
layers and provide the function of a gateway when 
two nodes come in contact with each other. The main 
advantage of this kind of protocol is flexibility. It can 
be easily linked with the already existing TCP/IP 
protocol networks or can be used to link two or more 
networks together. Bundles are also called as 
messages. The transfer of data from one node to 
another can be 
made reliable by storing and forwarding entire 
bundles between nodes. The bundles comprise of 
three things, source node’s user-data, control 
information (e.g., source node ID, destination 
node ID, TTL etc.), a bundle header. Besides Bundle 
transfer, custody transfer is also done. The custodian 
node for a bundle keeps the message until it is 
successfully transferred to the 
next node and it takes the custody for that message or 
until the TTL of the message expires. 
2.2 Store and Forward Approach 
Delay Tolerant Networks have overcome the 
problems associated with the conventional protocols 
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in terms of lack of connectivity, irregular delays, 
asymmetric bidirectional data 
rates etc. using the concept of store and forward. The 
method of store and forward is very analogous to the 
real life postal service. Every letter has to pass 
through a set of post offices, 
where it is processed and forwarded, before reaching 
the destination. Here the complete message or a 
chunk of it is transferred and stored in nodes 
successively until it reaches the 
destination. Each node is associated with a persistent 
storage device (like hard disk), where it can store the 
messages. It is called as persistent storage as it can 
store the message for indefinite amount of time unlike 
short-term memory devices. 
2.3 Types of Contacts in DTNs 
There are broadly two kinds of contacts that can 
occur in a DTN, Opportunistic and Scheduled. In 
opportunistic contacts the nodes do not have any kind 
of direct or indirect  information regarding a contact 
in the future. All the contacts occur as a result of 
mere 
chance. Moving people, automobiles, airplanes etc. 
make an unscheduled contact and transfer messages if 
they are close enough and have sufficient energy to 
support the  communication. On the other hand, 
scheduled contacts are those contacts whose 
occurrence is already known to the nodes. This 
information is directly given to the nodes or can be 
indirectly calculated by the nodes. This type of 
contacts generally happens when the nodes move 
along a specific pre-defined path. Scheduled contacts 
can be observed in inter-planetary communication or 
in communication involving the satellites moving 
around the earth. The main drawback here is 
that the time in every node has to be synchronized. 
2.4 Custody Transfer 
The DTNs support error-checking of transferred 
messages. Retransmission of messages is done in- 
case of corrupted or lost data. This reliability is 
offered by using the bundle layer 
through the concept of custody transfers. When 
source/forwarder node wants to send message to 
another node then it requests for a custody transfer 
and starts a Time To Acknowledge (TTA) timer. If 
the intended recipient acknowledges before the TTA 
timer expires then the custody is transferred along 
with the message. In case of no acknowledgement, 
retransmission of the message occurs. The threshold 
value for a TTA timer can be already preset into 
every node, or can varied according to the past 
experiences of 
a node. The node having the custody of a bundle, 
cannot delete the bundle unless another node takes 
the custody of the message or the TTL of the message 
expires. 
2.5 Bundle Protocol(BP):-[4] 
The operation of DTN makes use of Bundle Protocol 
(BP), positioned above the TCP protocol in the 

protocol architecture stack of DTN.  The main 
functions of a BP are :- 
1. Retransmission can be done any time as because 
the nodes hold the Custody of the message. 
2. Tolerate the intermittent connections. 
3. Make use of different connectivity like scheduled, 
predicted, and opportunistic. 
4. Supports late binding as it supports the 
heterogeneous environments. 
 
The custody transfer option enables DTN nodes to act 
as “custodian”, responsible for guaranteeing the 
reliable forwarding of data towards the destination. 
To provide store- carry-and-forward services, the 
Bundle Protocol (BP) sits at the application layer of 
some number of constituent internets, forming a 
store-and-forward overlay network Successful end-to-
end transmission of bundles depends on the operation 
of underlying protocols, known as “convergence 
layers". These convergence layers may have 
extremely different characteristics (e.g. addressing, 
security, routing) and may even be associated with 
completely different network types. 
The DTN architecture implements store-Carry-and-
forward message switching by overlaying a new 
transmission protocol called the bundle-protocol on 
top of lower-lower protocols, such as the Internet 
protocols. The bundle protocol ties together the 
lower-lower protocols so that application programs 
can communicate across the same or different sets of 
lower-lower protocols under conditions that involve 
long network delays or     disruptions. The bundle-
protocol agent stores and forwards entire bundles (or 
bundle fragments) between nodes. A single bundle 
protocol is used throughout a DTN. By contrast, the 
lower-lower protocols below the bundle protocol are 
chosen to suit the characteristics of each 
communication. The figure below (top) illustrates the 
bundle-protocol overlay and (bottom) compares the 
Internet protocol stack (left) with a DTN protocol 
stack (right). 
2.6. Routing in DTN 
The selection of routing protocol in DTN depends on 
the application environment in which it is to be used. 
In this paper a comparison has been made for the 
existing routing protocols of DTN for the different 
performance metrics such as number of data message 
generated, message delivery ratio and average delay. 
In traditional networks, the routing of packets 
between a pair of nodes aims to select the optimal 
path with minimum cost incurred. In these networks 
an optimal route needs to be established before the 
actual transmission of message. As in DTN the end to 
end route can never be achieved so hop by hop, in 
which the selection of next hop is done dynamically 
as per the application scenario as well as the 
algorithm used. In general, when a node receives any 
bundle (or mesas then as per the algorithm, that node 
will search the good relay node to which it can 
forward the bundle. The transmission of message in 
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DTN can either be done by replicating the message or 
forwarding it, that depends on the type of algorithm 
used. protocols are categorized into two broad 
categories:[1] 
 Flooding Based 
 Forwarding Based 
 
III. PROPOSED WORK 
 
Figure shows the comparison chart of average latency 
for Epidemic Routing and Spray and Wait routing 
protocols. Here for comparison performance 
parameter taken is average latency. Average Latency 
is the measure of average time between messages is 
generated and when it is received by the destination. 
 From comparison chart it can be noticed that average 
latency of Epidemic routing is quite higher than 
Spray and Wait routing when total number of nodes 
are 5 only. In the case when total numbers of nodes 
are 10, average latency for Spray and Wait routing is 
much higher than the Epidemic routing. Not only 
that, but in another cases when the total nodes are 20, 
50 and 100, the average latency of Spray and Wait is 
quite higher than Epidemic routing. 
 

Fig:-Comparison chat of average latency 

CONCLUSION 
 
The Delay Tolerant Networks are under the intense 
research for its various routing algorithms and the 
areas of its applicability. Many routing algorithms are 
proposed and many are still in line. Each algorithm 
has its own pros and cons. The algorithms based on 
flooding have a better delivery ratio but consume 
more resources comparatively to Forwarding based 
algorithms. The algorithms used for routing protocols 
in DTN are not limited only to the algorithms defined 
in this paper. For the selection of algorithms to be 
implemented, it is useful to check them 
comparatively and select the best as per the 
application scenario. 
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